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Abstract
The speed, bandwidth and cost characteristics of today’s PC graphics cards make them an attractive target as general purpose computational
platforms. High performance can be achieved also for lattice simulations but the actual implementation can be cumbersome. This paper outlines
the architecture and programming model of modern graphics cards for the lattice practitioner with the goal of exploiting these chips for Monte
Carlo simulations. Sample code is also given.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The goal of every lattice field theorist is to use a calculational platform that maximizes the performance/price ratio. In this paper
a competitive but so far unused and unappreciated (at least in the lattice community) architecture will be introduced.
So far the only available option was the usage of CPU-based platforms may it be individual PCs, PC clusters, dedicated supercomputers such as QCDOC or APE or commercial supercomputers such as BlueGene/L. The actual calculational task in all of these
solutions is done by CPU’s which significantly vary in terms of features but are similar in the sense that they all share a very general
purpose architecture. In recent years a rapidly developing specialized architecture emerged from the graphics industry, Graphical
Processing Units or GPU’s which took over some of the calculational tasks of the CPU. These chips are designed to fulfill the
needs of a graphics oriented audience (gamers, designers, etc.) and hence were specialized to the kind of task this set of users most
frequently need i.e. graphical processing. However the complexity of this task grew to a level that general programmability of the
chips was also required. The end product of this evolution is a high performance chip optimized for SIMD floating point operations
on large vectors that can be utilized for general purpose calculations such as lattice field theory.
Figs. 1 and 2 show sustained performances for both Wilson and staggered matrix multiplication on various lattice sizes and a
comparison is given with SSE optimized CPU codes on an Intel P4. Considering the fact that the price of the current top GPU
models are around $500 it becomes clear that they are very cost effective. For reference we give some numbers from Fig. 1 for the
NVIDIA 8800 GTX card: 33 Gflops sustained performance on a 163 × 60 lattice using the Wilson kernel. Another good reason for
investigating graphics hardware is the fact that the performance growth rate is still a steep exponential for GPU’s [1].
The relatively low price tag of GPU’s is of course the result of the large market value of their target audience (gamers, designers,
etc.) which was also the reason why ordinary PCs proved to be very cost effective in the past [2,3].
The question of scalability is of course an important one for any high performance calculational platform and for GPU’s this
aspect has not yet been explored in detail for lattice applications. The various possibilities for using multiple GPU’s in a parallel
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Nowadays proof of existence (according to my friend Lele Tripiccione):
is there a web page?
http://gpgpu.org

We can try to look for Science, Physics, Theoretical Physics ...

Again on gpgpu.org, let’s have a look at programming environments

MOTIVATION

Move to NVIDIA web pages: examples of CUDA applications
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As I told you, the style is not really that of a review

I will basically concentrate on one type of applications (lattice),
but I will try to make quite general comments

•
•

It’s a SIMD business!

•

It’s a SIMD business, but one does not deal in general with
embarassing parallelism (synchronizing is an issue)

•
•
•
•

New GPGPU programming environments vs legacy GPGPU

An example from Statistical Mechanics: Hybrid Monte Carlo
for a spin model (keeping an eye on Lattice Gauge Theories)

What can we learn from Lattice QCD?
A single mention of a completely non-lattice application
Conclusions

We said it’s a SIMD business

•

Single Instruction Multiple Data: problems with a huge
number of degrees of freedom, each roughly undergoing the
same “dynamics”.

•

A rough (and personally biased) distinction: lattice vs nonlattice applications (canonical example of the latter type:
Molecular Dynamics).

•

SIMD/MIMD classification emphasyses the two main characters
on the stage: FLOPS and BYTES. There are in general a given
Flops/Bandwith ratio and a desired one!

•

Who is the director in your program? Notice that these
devices do not run an OS, so in general programming paradigm
is that of number-crunching accelerators.

•

As a byproduct there are in general 2 bandwiths to take into
account (inside the device and CPU-GPU).

ello XY

And here we go with the example: 2d XY spin model

Definito su un reticolo, nel caso in esame bidimensionale.
L’Hamiltoniana è:
H = −J
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Il modello XY come un video gioco
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Mascheramento delle comunicazioni
Implementazione
First step: a collection of sublattices
Viene suddiviso in tanti
sottoreticoli quanti nodi di
calcolo si ha a disposizione.

..

NP-2 NP-1

Ogni sottoreticolo “evolve”
secondo l’HMC “in parallelo”.

Mascheramento delle comuni
0

Parallelizzazione di una Simulazione Monte Carlo del Modello XY Bidimensionale

But there is a nn interaction! Borders
Implementazione
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In MPI le comunicazioni sono di
..bloccanti.
NP-2 NP-1

Implementazione
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Utilizzando quelle non bloccanti
del Leapfrog, durante lo scambio

..

By the way: usually one wants to optimize memory
..

NP-2 NP-1

Borders exchange is a sinchronization issue!
Typically, one wants to hide latencies with
computations.

The typical CUDA solution (I)

The CUDA environment by nVIDIA is a quite natural
exploitation of the typical GPU architecture

Notice the memory hierarchy! Shared memory enables
nn communications and synchronization ...

CUDA basics: grid of blocks and blocks of threads
Assign spins to threads and sublattices to blocks
Since a block is assigned to a given multiprocessor one
is done with local data sharing and synchronization
Resources are finite and blocks are sliced into warps

The typical CUDA solution (II)
In general for any given (not only lattice!) problem, we can better
understand the issue of data-sharing and synchronization by inspecting nVIDIA
picture for that (we can now think for example of a MD problem)

Legacy GPGPU: talk to GPU as if you were drawing

In the end, why are GPU efficient? Because
computer graphic needs a lot of work!
Efficiency is nowadays obtained by a HW
graphic pipeline.

There is a lot of work involved in getting from a 3d
image to a 2d bitmap. Roughly speaking, in the end
one needs a bunch of bits on a display and that’s why
basic datatype are textures (4 components for colors)

In the OpenGL environment one can make use of the GSGL shading language
a) a kernel is “enabled” to enter the graphic pipeline
b) input means binding textures to texture units, output means binding
target texture to a FBO
c) one pipeline stage is input for the following: RW restrictions! PING PONG

Theoretical Physics in OpenGL...

Texels can be your spins and texels make a texture like
spins make a lattice.
An RGBA texture accomodate 4 replicas of a lattice and nn
(which are 4 in 2d) can be mapped to a texture as well.

Efficiency is not at all bad!
x-axis is lattice size, y-axis is gain
with respect to a given serial code.
Blue point are OpenGL simulations
Red point CUDA simulations

ns

What do we learn in general from QCD? (I)

The spin example was made of not so many degrees of freedom... A typical
problem in LQCD is the application of the Wilson-Dirac operator

!
ψαi
(x)

=

!4

µ=1 {

Uµij (x) (1 + γµαβ ) ψβj (x + µ̂)
+ Uµ†ij (x − µ̂) (1 − γµαβ ) ψβj (x − µ̂) }

Uµij (x)

3x3 complex matrices, residing on links

γµαβ

4x4 complex matrices, sparse (4 complex)

ψαi (x)

4x3 complex (spin-color), residing on sites

All toghether, 1320 FP on (9x12+8x9 complex) 360 FP words per site.

What do we learn in general from QCD? (II)

LQCD is a good place to point out a couple of strategies often useful in our
problems

SU(3) Representation

••

We have to rely on a HUGE Flops/Bandwith ratio, so a typical
SU(3) matrices are all unitary complex matrices with det = 1
trick is to get slimmer data trading data for computations

• 18 real numbers, but only 8 generators
• 12 number parameterization (Egri et al)
a1 a2 a3
a1 a2 a3
b1 b2 b3
b1 b2 b3
c1 c2 c3

( )

( )

Bytes 1440 --> 1152
c = (axb)*

Flops += 384

• Reconstruct full matrix on the fly
• Bytes per site (1440 -> 1152)
• Additional 384 flops per site

•
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SP/DP ... precision is an issue! GPU slow down quite a lot
MULTIPRECISION schemes ...

a short Summary
•
•

Only prototypes computations presented, to set up a picture ...

•
•
•

Mainly very efficient number-crunching accelerators

... so first of all we add: not only lattice and non-lattice;
also completely different problems (Feynman graphs!)

Notice that we did not refer to scaling to “many-GPU”
World is not finished with CUDA (AMD Stream; OpenCL; Larrabee is
coming!). But also OpenGL is probably not dead...

